Interest has been shown in Markovian sequences of geometric shapes. Mostly the equations for invariant probability measures over shape space are extremely complicatedand multidimensional. This paper deals with rectangleswhich have a simple one-dimensional shape descriptor. We explore the invariant distributions of shape under a variety of randomised rules for splitting the rectangle into two sub-rectangles, with numerous methods for selecting the next shape in sequence. Many explicit results emerge. These help to ll a vacant niche in shape theory, whilst contributing at the same time, new distributions on 0,1] and interesting examples of Markov processes or, in the language of another discipline, of stochastic dynamical systems.
Introduction
Many authors have addressed problems concerning the shapes of Markovian sequences of triangles (Watson 11] , Mannion 7, 8] , Kendall 4, 5] , Miles 9] ). Interest has focused on the limiting distribution of shape. In many cases, as Mannion has shown, the shapes degenerate since the three vertices become collinear with probability 1. In other cases, however, a non-degenerate limiting distribution exists.
The speci cation of shape for a triangle involves two quantities and so the equations for the invariant probability measure are two dimensional and usually rather di cult to solve. It is also di cult to completely characterise the conditions for degeneracy, although Mannion's work goes a long way towards this characterisation for shape sequences which can be generated by products of random matrices.
We have found it fruitful to explore shape in a context where only one quantity is required to de ne the shape of a geometric entity. We have noted that the shape of a rectangle in two-dimensions can be de ned by a single number, for example, the ratio of the shorter to longer side. Using this de nition, which is convenient in many ways but especially because shape then lies in 0; 1], we have studied numerous models for Markovian sequences of rectangles. In this paper, we focus on models where the rectangle is divided randomly by a line into two rectangular domains, one of which is selected as the next in sequence. We nd a range of interesting limiting behaviour in these models and are able to give clear conditions to establish the borderline between degenerate and non-degenerate cases. The paper contributes partly to shape theory, partly to distribution theory and partly, via a repertoire of interesting examples, to the theories of Markov processes and dynamical systems.
In this paper we deal with sequences of shapes X 0 ; X 1 ; X 2 ; : : :, these forming a discrete-time Markov chain with state space 0; 1]. We nd, in each of our case studies, PfX n+1 xjyg, where y is the realisation of X n , and show the existence of the transition probability density function p( jy). By 
Sequential splitting models: p-rules
Consider at a certain stage a rectangle R with one corner labelled O. With probability p a point T is located with uniform distribution on the long side of R emanating from O. With probability q = 1 ? p, T is uniformly distributed on the short side emerging from O. A dividing line through T is then drawn orthogonal to OT, thereby splitting R into two`daughter' rectangles. The daughter containing O (say) is chosen as the next rectangle in the sequence. For convenience we rescale the long side to be 1 after each split and place this side on the horizontal axis at each stage whenever Cartesian representations are needed. As part of a study of d-dimensional shapes, this model has been studied in Cowan 3] where it is shown that there is a non-degenerate equilibrium shape distribution if p > 1=2 and that this equilibrium density is f(x) = (2p ? 1)x 2p?2 ; x 2 (0; 1]. If p 1=2, the rectangles became progressively more elongated; their shapes converge in probability to zero (Le and Cowan 6] ). Interestingly when p = 1, the equilibrium shape is uniformly distributed on 0; 1].
We now consider di erent ways for selecting the retained daughter rectangle. We introduce the idea of a selection point S placed in the rectangle prior to its division. After division, the daughter containing S is selected. To establish p(xjy) for all three of these models, we rstly nd PfX n+1 xjyg, where y is the realisation of X n . 
A check con rms that this satis es (2) and is always non-negative. As before, when p 1 2 the shape converges in probability to zero. The resulting integral equation has a unique solution in the class of probability density functions provided p > 2=3.
Formal calculation for model p; C] using the methods above shows that p; C] is equivalent to the Cowan model, as one might expect. Figure 2 shows the three main results to date, probability densities for a range of p in three models. Missing detail in the foregoing (and subsequent) analyses can be found in Chen and Cowan 2]. 1]) , where the focus is on the mapping which is iteratively applied. Our maps are of the form X n+1 = g X n ; ; ; ] where ( ; y) are the coordinates of S. De ning ( ) as the indicator function,
A briefer and more edifying form than (5) can be written using just two random variables, and say, which capture the joint e ects of ; and .
Here (L) is a Bernoulli(p) variate. Given X n , and are independent variates distributed like conditional upon, respectively, L\E or L\E. These two conditioning events, which may depend on X n , are f < g and f < g, respectively. So, for and are distinct independent variates, but one notes that, in p; I] and p; C], one could replace in the second term by . Note that the Greek-letter variables introduced above should really be subscripted with n, as should the events L and E. We have avoided the clutter of this, asking the reader to envisage independent realisations at each stage.
Given that the cutting position T is randomly located via a p-rule mechanism, it seems natural to investigate the case (model p; p 0 p; p 0 p; p 0 ]) where S is similarly randomised on the boundary, with a probability p 0 of being located uniformly on the long side and a probability q 0 = 1 ? p 0 of being uniformly distributed on the short side. We nd (details omitted) that the density p( jy) exists, with p(xjy) = 2x 
Our attempts to analyse the case where the`thinner' daughter is always selected have been unsuccessful. Comparative plots when p = 1 for all relevant models to date are shown in Figure  4 As dynamical systems, the last three cases are also governed by (6) , with the distributions for and as follows (derivation omitted). where is the unique root of (11) The resulting pdf f is plotted in Figure 6 (b) for a range of c. Strangely, the p = 1 solution for c = 1=2, agrees with (8) . When c = 1=2, the daughter with simultaneously larger area and perimeter is always selected, whilst (8) gives the results when one selects the daughter with larger shape. The lower bound in (12) is 1=2 when c = 0, rising monotonicallyto about 0.765 when c = 1=2. Thus the conditions for a non-degenerate equilibrium are more stringent as c increases (Figure 6(a) ). To see why this is so intuitively, one need only consider a critically thin rectangle. When divided on the long side, with c = 1=2 say for illustration, the rectangle selected will usually be the thinner of the two daughters, whereas when c = 0, it is equally likely to be the thinner or thicker shaped. A positive c gives, for any p, a mechanism with less`recovery' from critically thin rectangles. Thus a higher p is needed as compensation.
If one prefers to use the dynamical system map (6), then has the uniform distribution on c 1 ; 1]; is uniformly distributed on c 2 ; 1].
Instead of xing S relatively via (c 1 ; c 2 ), we might consider the case where we commence with a given rectangle R 0 in the positive quadrant of the plane having one vertex at the planar origin. Now S is a point, with xed planar coordinates, within R 0 . Figure 7 shows the early part of a realisation of fR n g for a xed S and randomly located cuts determined by T. We have considered the (p; q) selection of T on longshort sides as before. The` xed' nature of S is somewhat deceptive since its relative position within the subset R n R 0 is random. If S is an interior point of R 0 (model p; I p; I p; I] fix fix fix ), then it is easy to show, that as n ! 1, the relative position ( n ; n ) of S within R n becomes uniformly distributed in 0; 1] 2 . Here n and n measure the proportions along the long and short sides respectively. f( n ; n )g n 0 is a -recurrent Markov process. If ( n ; n ) is uniformly distributed, then given that this point lies within any subset of R n , in particular R n+1 , it is uniformly distributed within that subset. Thus the uniform distribution is an invariant one, and hence the limiting form due to the -recurrence.
So we might anticipate that the shape dynamics of fR n g is identical to model p; I] with equilibrium pdf given by (3) . Indeed fX n g is de ned by (5), but now the successive values of ( n ; n ) are dependent. Nevertheless, the augmented Markov process f(X n ; n ; n )g does have an invariant pdf given as the RHS of (3) on 0; 1] 3 .
If S is xed on the boundary but not at a corner (model p; B p; B p; B] fix fix fix ), S becomes uniformly distributed on the side on which it started, using a similar argument. Call the position on this side at stage n, n . Given the event, A n , that S is on the long side at stage n, fX n g is de ned by (5) with = and = 0. Under A n , (5) holds with L and L interchanged and now = , with = 0. In both these versions, the variates are sequentially dependent. Our analysis has shown that if the variates are uniformly distributed at some stage, then the bivariate Markov process f(X n ; (A n ))g has an invariant distribution provided p > 2=3, with the pdf for X being given by (4) and the probability of A being (3p ? 1)=(3(2p ? 1)), independent of X. Thus the tri-variate Markov process f(X n ; (A n ); n )g, has the obvious invariant distribution involving shapes distributed like (4) . Hence the limiting shape distribution agrees with the p; B] model. If S is a corner of R 0 , it will always be a corner of R n and so model p; C] applies.
Sequential splitting rules: H-rules
At each stage of the process, let H be the set of all lines which cut the rectangle into two rectangular daughters. Clearly these lines are orthogonal to either the long or short side. We consider an important randomisation where each line in H is equally likely to be the cutting line. This is equivalent to the placing of T uniformly distributed on the boundary of R n . So the probability p that the long side is cut is dependent on the shape y of the rectangle, namely p = 1=(1 + y). The process starts with one arbitrary corner being labelled O and, at each stage, the daughter rectangle including O (or equivalently a randomly-selected corner) is selected (model H; C H; C H; C]). Cowan 3] has found the equilibrium distribution of shape, as part of a study on (d + 1)-dimensional rectangular prisms. The equilibrium density is f(x) = 2=(1+x) 2 . The 2-dimensional problem was considered earlier by Miles 9] , but he used a di erent de nition of shape.He placed the initial rectangle in the Cartesian plane with sides parallel to the planar axes and de ned shape as the ratio of vertical to horizontal side lengths; daughter rectangles were also xed in the plane with unchanged orientations. His equilibrium density, is 1=(1 + ) 2 for 2 0; 1).
The two results are equivalent, but we nd that our de nition of shape, as a quantity in the interval 0; 1], is more convenient. As in Section 2, we can consider biases which arise due to the random placement of a selection point S. If S is uniformly distributed inside R n and the daughter turn out, after similar considerations to that for the p-rule situation, to have invariant distributions like their respective random-S cases. For example, model H; B] fix , has the invariant pdf of (13), with the additional result that the side containing S is long with probability 3=4. The dynamical system for the H-rule cases follows the same mapping (6) as for the p-rule cases, except that (L) is now a Bernoulli 1=(1+y)] variate. The distributions for and follow, as before, equations (7), (9) and (10) as appropriate.
Concluding remarks
Our e ort has focused on nding invariant distributions and so we have not dwelt on proofs of -recurrence for each case, though it is clear that proofs could be developed using := Lebesgue measure on 0,1]. This condition (Orey 10]), combined with obvious aperiodicity, establishes uniqueness of the invariant distributions.
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